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Everyday Is Our Last
 
Act like today's our last,
tomorrow's not there,
yesturday is the first and the only.
 
Autumn Rose
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He Isn'T
 
he's not worth the trouble he puts me through
the pain
the non-stop heart breaks,
its not worth it to watch you walk away everytime
then to try and come back everytime you say you made a mistake
its not worth it
im gone.
 
Autumn Rose
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-i Wish-
 
I wish I had the guts to walk away,
Forget what we had,
I cant,
because I know you wont come after me,
And I guess thats what hurts the most.
 
Autumn Rose
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If I Told You
 
If I told you,
we wouldnt know each other
If I told you,
we wouldnt be friends
If I told you
we wouldnt of dated
If I told you we wouldnt be living a lie
If I told you you wouldnt of given me the chance.
and that I couldnt live with
 
Autumn Rose
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Pain Is A Good Thing
 
I used to think pain was a good thing,
that having pain meant you were still alive
 
but after awhile of only feeling pain with the occasional anger,
gets hard to still think is good
 
little by little, its killing me.
eating me alive.
 
little by little its depriving me,
taking me away into its cold, dark, scary world
 
leaving nothing behind but a zombie in my place
and slowley that will be takin too
 
finally leaving nothing but an empty space behind to fill my place
im slowley fading... slowley becoming nothing...
 
Autumn Rose
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Sapposed
 
you sapposed to be there,
when I need you
 
through everything that happens
you cant back out
 
but somehow
you find a way
 
you always find a way
to somehow brake me into pieces.
 
Autumn Rose
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Thats Life
 
Life is an open ended question.
There is no answer, there is no solution.
Life is a puzzle.
But none of the pieces match, none of the pieces fit.
 
you can spend all your years looking for the answer, the solution, or try to make
the puzzle pices fit.
But you will never find the answer or the solution and the pieces will never fit.
Thats life.
 
Autumn Rose
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You Tell Me
 
you tell me you love me
you tell me you care
 
but do you?
do you really?
 
prove it,
show me you care.
 
Autumn Rose
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You'Re Never There
 
you're never there when I need you
you never show me you love me
 
you never show me you still care
 
but yet... some how
I still can't live without you.
 
Autumn Rose
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